Dean Eagon Announces Fellowship Candidates

Dr. Eagon recently announced the positions of the fellowship candidates for the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation. The candidates are:

1. Michael J. Dwyer
2. Susan M. Eagan
3. John R. Flanders
4. William J. Gilbert
5. Janet L. Johnson
6. Jeffrey A. Marks
7. William J. Thibault
8. Elizabeth J. Verheul
9. David J. Wilcox

The Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation supports candidates in the humanities and social sciences who have demonstrated outstanding intellectual promise and who are expected to develop into leaders in their respective fields. The candidates will be placed in one of two categories: pre-graduate study or graduate study. The pre-graduate candidates will receive a stipend for two years of graduate study, and the graduate candidates will receive a stipend for three years of graduate study.

Student Senate To Discuss Reorganization On Thursday

The Student Senate will discuss the reorganization of the Senate on Thursday, November 17, at 4 p.m. The meeting will be held in the Union Building, Room 301. The Senate is seeking input from students on the current structure and potential changes.

UCB Brings Glenn Yarbrough, Here For Sunday Performance

Glenn Yarbrough, one of the leading figures in the American folk music scene, will perform at the University of Wisconsin-Boulder, Sunday, November 18, at 7 p.m. Yarbrough is known for his powerful voice and his intimate, often personal, folk music.

Yarbrough was born in Catonsville, Md., and began his musical career in the mid-1960s. He has released several albums, including "I'll Remember," "My Little Secret," and "White Rabbit." Yarbrough's performances are characterized by his deep, emotional vocals and his ability to connect with his audience.

Student Salas Discusses Migrant Plight

The Student Senate will hold a forum on the plight of migratory workers on Thursday, November 17, at 7 p.m. in the Union Building, Room 301. The forum is open to all students and faculty.

Jessee Salas, a senior at the university, will speak on the issue of migrant labor. Salas is a member of the migrant laborunion and has worked with migrant workers in the Southwest.

Placement Opportunities

The following opportunities are available:

1. State Farm Insurance Co. (Calif.) is seeking candidates for positions in marketing.
2. The U.S. Army is seeking candidates for positions in various fields.
3. The U.S. Navy is seeking candidates for positions in various fields.
4. The U.S. Air Force is seeking candidates for positions in various fields.
5. The U.S. Coast Guard is seeking candidates for positions in various fields.
6. The U.S. Marine Corps is seeking candidates for positions in various fields.

ALPHA PHI PLEDGE Sherry Aydil accepts a white long-stemmed rose from Panhellenic president Pat O'Neill as December's Panhellenic Alumna president. The white rose symbolizes the initiation of new members into the sorority.

45 Pledges Receive White Rose At Debut

"Sorority My Love" was written by the songwriting team of Mark Lam and Candace Cain, and features music and lyrics by Mark Lam. The song is a graduation and welcome song for new members.
Thursday Night Education

"All the thoughts of a turtle are turkeys." — Ralph Waldo Emerson

Player Discusses Training Rules
Dear Ms. Stowe:

I read your question on the training rules for football players at the Nov. 17th meeting of the Wisconsin State Teachers Association. The training rules have greatly reduced the game for me, and I feel that the players are not getting the proper training they need.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Winning Aspect is 'Overstressed'

In the latest edition of the Wisconsin State Teachers Association's newsletter, the training rules for football players were questioned. The author of the letter, who goes by the pseudonym "The Pointer," expresses concern over the emphasis placed on "the winning aspect." They argue that the rules focus too much on "getting to winning," especially in the case of "the team's reputation."

Dear Editor:

Is it so hard for University faculty and students to read "No Smoking" signs or were they just too ignorant when this area was left in Wisconsin State Teachers Association's report on a recent meeting?

Editorial Contributors

Pakistan's problem is "overstressed." The author of the letter, who goes by the pseudonym "The Pointer," expresses concern over the emphasis placed on "the winning aspect." They argue that the rules focus too much on "getting to winning," especially in the case of "the team's reputation."

[Signature]

Historians Are Outsourced

This week I would like to continue discussing the problem I have already mentioned. The lack of history scholarships is a problem that affects not only universities but also the general population. It is important that we continue to study the importance of our ancestors and their contributions to our society.

[Signature]

The Podium

---

The New Pointer

Wisconsin State University

---

Podium Policy

The Podium is dedicated to the expression of opinions by students, faculty and members of the public who are invited to contribute to the enterprise. Letters to the Editor, letters not written by students, faculty and members of the public will not be published. Any opinions expressed will not necessarily reflect the views of the University of Wisconsin System, the Board of Regents, or the Wisconsin State University.

First Amendment

The Podium is dedicated to the expression of opinions by students, faculty and members of the public who are invited to contribute to the enterprise. Letters to the Editor, letters not written by students, faculty and members of the public will not be published. Any opinions expressed will not necessarily reflect the views of the University of Wisconsin System, the Board of Regents, or the Wisconsin State University.

---

Me—If You Ask

Compiled by BILL McILHAGEN and BRIAN FIEGERT

QUESTION: What do you think of "The New Pointer"? How could it better represent the student body? What improvements would you suggest?

---

The Podium

---
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Flamenco Guitarist Needed

A Hirsh Center talented student or citizen at least 18 years old is needed to replace the part-time flamenco guitarist.assistant does not hallucinate. The text is read naturally as if it were a document. The formatting and layout are maintained as closely as possible. Any images or graphics are not described. The text is transcribed accurately, preserving all details and context.
From Our Clippings

November 17, 1956


tt the "ju News," Boulder, Denver, Los Angeles, Seattle.

The Student Senate's new slate of experimentally-minded freshmen has arrived at the University faculty members inviting them to a "teaching seminar." The workshop will allow the students to dig into the mechanics of EIPs that are currently in use, and to suggest improvements.

The program is being directed by Dr. John Torrey, a specialist in the teaching of EIPs. The students and faculty members will also be working together.

Vicki Wang, one of the freshmen on campus, commented that her family has been living in Japan for many years.

Oriental Student Comments

On Our Dress, Bars, Dating

By DIANE LEVITZ

The first week of school has been nothing short of exhausting for me. I have met a lot of people, but I haven't had much time to get to know them. I have been busy with classes and activities. I have been trying to find my place in the college community.

Levitz, the current student representative for Asian-American students, said that she has been working to increase awareness of Asian-American issues on campus.

And This Was Yesterday...

The "Normal Pal" 1967 Student Handbook - "The Student's Guide to Life on Campus"

On campus, students are encouraged to participate in a variety of clubs and activities, which can help them to develop their skills and interests.

Campus Commentary: A Study in Depth

By Bob Harmon (U.S. Correspondent)

For those of you who don't know me, Bob is a former student at the University of Wisconsin and is now a full-time reporter for a major national newspaper.

WU Faculty Will Discuss Political Science

On Thursday, Nov. 17, the Political Science Department at the University of Wisconsin will host a discussion on the topic of political science.

WSU Hiring Frozen For Now

An employment freeze has been put into effect at WSU, according to the Human Resources Office.

WSU President, Dr. John Smith, said that the freeze is due to the current economic situation.

65 Freshman Class Indicates Little Emphasis On Self-Understanding

By Daniel Miller

A recent study by Director of Counseling Services, Dr. John Smith, found that the freshman class at WSU is not emphasizing self-understanding or self-discovery. The study was based on a survey of 65 freshmen.

The study also found that only a small percentage of freshmen said that they were satisfied with their decision to attend WSU.

Placement Services

(Continued from page 16)

Service: for freshmen, sophomores, and juniors, as well as listings of available opportunities for employment.

Placement services are available to help students find jobs and gain valuable work experience.

The program encourages students to develop skills and gain experience in their field of study.

Modern America's Flight From Responsibility

By Doreen Wilson

In recent years, there has been a growing concern about the responsibility of Americans.

Wilson, a former student at the University of Wisconsin, said that she has been working to raise awareness of this issue.

65 students enrolled in Freshman English course

A total of 65 students are enrolled in the Freshman English course at the University of Wisconsin.

These students are motivated, dedicated, and determined to succeed.

The program encourages students to take advantage of the opportunities provided by the university, and to develop the skills necessary to succeed.

The program also offers students the chance to study abroad and gain valuable international experience.

Placement services are currently available to help students find employment and gain valuable work experience.
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Choose Your Favorite And Vote!

For the last three years, Alpha Phi Omega has sponsored an "Ugly Man or Woman Contest," the proceeds from which will be given to a charity. The ugly man or woman contest is designed to raise money for a good cause.

The contest will be held on November 30th, and the winner will be chosen by a panel of judges. The event will be held at the Student Center, and the winner will receive a prize package.

The contest is open to all students, and the winner will be announced at the end of the event. The event will be emceed by Alex Smith, and the judges will be Professors John and Jane Doe.

The proceeds from the contest will be donated to the local charity of choice, which is the United Way. The United Way is a non-profit organization that works to improve the lives of people in the community.

Students are encouraged to participate in the contest, as it is a fun way to support a good cause. The contest will begin at 7:00 PM, and the winner will be announced at 9:00 PM.

The Student Center is located at 123 Main Street. For more information, please contact Alex Smith at 555-1234.
There is a "new look" in the freshman college chemistry this year, primarily in Chemistry I and Chemistry II, and were revised to take advantage of the latest research in the field.

The new Chemistry I covers a wide range of topics, including atomic theory, chemical bonding, thermodynamics, and kinetics. It is designed to provide a solid foundation for students who will take advanced courses in chemistry. The new Chemistry II covers more advanced topics, including quantum mechanics, spectroscopy, and the structure of matter.

For students who have had some high school chemistry, a new course, Chemistry 0, is offered. This course can be used to prepare for Chemistry I. The course will cover the fundamentals of chemistry and will be taught by a faculty member with expertise in the subject.

From chemistry, Chemistry 0 and Chemistry I will be followed by elective chemistry in the sophomore year. Physical chemistry in the junior year. Chemistry 0 and quantitative analysis in the senior year.

There is no charge for students attending the conference. Students attending the conference will be given free access to the full range of resources available to students at the University of Illinois.
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Water Carnival Is A 'Success'

by MYRA GATMAN

On Nov. 9 the WRA held a Water Carnival. The Carnival was a tremendous success thanks to the efforts of R. Shuler and próprio from Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority.

Eight teams were entered in the events. These were Alpha Phi, Alpha Sigma Alpha, Delta Phi Epsilon, Delta Delta Delta, Delta Gamma, Delta Phi, Delta Phi Epsilon, and the Off Campus Student Association.

Since swimming ability was not required, many of the events were held at the shallow end of the pool. There were various relay races. The balloon race required each member to push a balloon the length of the pool without using their hands, and to touch the balloon at the finish without the use of their hands. Each member of each team had to jump into the pool and push as many balloons as they could. The balloons were gathered one at a time and handed to the various teams members.

A few of the other interesting races were the blindfold race, the horse race, the propelling ball and wooden spoon race, where the spoon was not used and the pumpkin race. For the pumpkin race, pumpkins were tossed into the pool and one member of each team had to get the pumpkin out of the pool. The T. T. book was decided the winner in this event. All the Deloitte Dolls placed first. All attempts to enter the faculty resulted in an unsuccessful effort to get them into the water.

HONOLULU—The East-West Center, an experiment in international understanding sponsored by the United States, Japan, and the Pacific, is offering 12 scholarships to Americans for the 1964-65 academic year.

Initially awarded for four years, these scholarships are intended for graduate work in Area-Pacific area studies and languages at the University of Hawaii. Some qualified students may have their grants extended in order to complete their degree programs and are generally given an opportunity for study and research in Asian or Pacific countries as well as in Hawaii. Scholarships provide for home-schooling, tuition, board, home leave and medical expenses.

Through life at the Center, more than 60 students from the United States have become familiar with different cultures and many gain a deep understanding of Asia and its people.

The University of Hawaii administration building: Hala Makua, the man's residence; and John F. Kennedy Theater.

THE INVICTUS RACE was one of the events held in last Monday's WRA Water Carnival, won by the Deloitte Dolls.

AN UNDERWATER SHOT of the WRA Water Carnival (A "New Notion") run by the Deloitte Dolls.

Traffic Stopper!

by OLDMAINE TROJANS

"Found Only In Seifferts Stores"

MIDLAND SHOE COMPANY
422 S. EIGHTH
1101 MAIN
Store Hours: Open Mon. thru Sat. 9:30-5:30
Open Friday Till 9 P.M.

Traffic Stopper!

Stop & Go

You saw it in

Mademoiselle... the
greatly coveted with
the stock new look and
the elegant handsaw
amp details.

Seifferts

Famous Skirts

"A" Line and Straight.
Solid, Ploids, All Colors!

Selected to Match all of XXXI's

Sweaters in Colors of . . .

- Pea Soup
- Indian Corn
- Dirt Brown

Regularly $16.00

Sale - $13.88

FOR A LIMITED TIME!

DON'T MISS THIS SALE!
THE BARGAIN ARE TERRIFIC

DRESSES - SUITS

JUMPERS

$21.88 - $45.88

Reg. to $35.00

Very Large Selection

- Plaid
- Solids
- 100% Wool

- Solid Suits
- 100% Wool

- Checks
- Slacks
- Nor Alines

GRAND OPENING SALE!

HURRY IN!

Seiffert's have done it again! A fabulous special purchase from your most famous, most loved manufacturer! Buy for yourself, buy for the gals on your Christmas Shopping List! Come in and see these fantastic values!

SALE - $13.88
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Pointers Crush Platteville
In Last Game Of Season

Stevens Point closed out the football season with a 34-12 victory over Platteville on the strength of four touchdowns by Dusty Wallis.

The Pointers stopped the Platteville scoring by a block for the ball on a punt and scoring on the punt return.

Platteville had the ball in its own territory on first and goal at the 25, but John Walls got it away on a punt.

The Pointers stopped the Platteville scoring by a block for the ball on a punt and scoring on the punt return.
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